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Product Change Notification
This is to inform you that a change is being made to the following products:
1&2 channel enclosures with the following part numbers:
RLY-ENC-EXT and RLY-ENC-EXT-IO
All new enclosures are shipped with a square power hole instead of a round hole.
Reason for the change:
All new 1&2 channel boards that are shipped with a AC adapter have a shorter power plug barrel that must recess
deeper into the enclosure, and the square hole allows clearance for the insulated part of this plug.
This is a minor change that has no impact on product quality.
If a new 1-2 channel board is used with an older enclosure, the round hole will need to be enlarged to allow the
insulated section of the power plug to clear the enclosure. This hole may be enlarged with a 3/8” drill, this size
should be sufficient, however the clearance must be verified as the may be slight tolerance differences between
boards
Affected products will remain fully compliant to all published specifications, except for the square power hole in the
enclosure Notification is being made for informational purposes only and there is no approval required.
This notification supersedes any reference to the enclosure power hole either on the website or any other
documentation.
If you have additional question please contact sales@pencomdesign.com regarding this notification.
Implementation of change:
Immediate change to the new square power holes!
Description of Change (From) :
Round power hole on enclosure
Description of Change (To) :
Square power hole on enclosure
Reason for Change:
All new 1&2 channel boards that are shipped with a AC adapter have a shorter power plug barrel that must recess
deeper into the enclosure, and the square hole allows clearance for the insulated part of this plug.
Affected Product(s):
Enclosures with part numbers shown below:
RLY-ENC-EXT
RLY-ENC-EXT-IO
See the product change notice # PC18081803 for the relay boards

